
Moon, star and planets

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Mars Jupiter Orbit Telescope

Planet Solar system Mercury Moon phases

1. ______________ - a large object that orbits around Sun

2. ______________ - the path that an electron follows as it moves around the
nucleus of an atom; the elliptical path of the planets and other celestial
objects which revolve around the Sun

3. ______________ - a tool that makes things that are far away look close

4. ______________ - the Sun, planets, the moons of each planet, as well as
other objects that revolve around

5. ______________ - the fifth planet from the Sun and the largest planet in our
solar system; made of gases and is known for having a large red spot on it

6. ______________ - the fourth planet from the Sun, known as the "Red Planet"

7. ______________ - the planet closest to the Sun, has no water or air and is
very dry

8. ______________ - the changing shapes of the Moon at night; the changing
appearances of the Moon as it makes one complete revolution around the
Earth
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Moon, star and planets

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Mars Jupiter Orbit Telescope

Planet Solar system Mercury Moon phases

1. planet - a large object that orbits around Sun

2. orbit - the path that an electron follows as it moves around the nucleus of
an atom; the elliptical path of the planets and other celestial objects which
revolve around the Sun

3. telescope - a tool that makes things that are far away look close

4. solar system - the Sun, planets, the moons of each planet, as well as
other objects that revolve around

5. Jupiter - the fifth planet from the Sun and the largest planet in our solar
system; made of gases and is known for having a large red spot on it

6. Mars - the fourth planet from the Sun, known as the "Red Planet"

7. Mercury - the planet closest to the Sun, has no water or air and is very
dry

8. moon phases - the changing shapes of the Moon at night; the changing
appearances of the Moon as it makes one complete revolution around the
Earth
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